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The Battle Book Oct 01 2022 This book presents the statistics, tactics,
purpose and outcome of over 500 major land battles over 3000 years
of warfare. Each entry follows a standard tabular lay out for easy
usage. There are appendices on key commanders a nd first use of
weapons. '
The Face of Battle Sep 27 2019 John Keegan's groundbreaking
portrayal of the common soldier in the heat of battle -- a masterpiece
that explores the physical and mental aspects of warfare The Face of
Battle is military history from the battlefield: a look at the direct
experience of individuals at the "point of maximum danger." Without
the myth-making elements of rhetoric and xenophobia, and breaking
away from the stylized format of battle descriptions, John Keegan has
written what is probably the definitive model for military historians.
And in his scrupulous reassessment of three battles representative of
three different time periods, he manages to convey what the
experience of combat meant for the participants, whether they were
facing the arrow cloud at the battle of Agincourt, the musket balls at
Waterloo, or the steel rain of the Somme. The Face of Battle is a
companion volume to John Keegan's classic study of the individual
soldier, The Mask of Command: together they form a masterpiece of
military and human history.
This Terrible Sound Dec 31 2019 When North and South met among
the desolate mountains of northwestern Georgia in 1863, they began
one of the bloodiest and most decisive campaigns of the Civil War. The
climactic Battle of Chickamauga lasted just two days, yet it was nearly
as costly as Gettysburg, with casualties among the highest in the war.
In this study of the campaign, the first to appear in over thirty years
and the most comprehensive account ever written on Chickamauga,
Peter Cozzens presents a vivid narrative about an engagement that
was crucial to the outcome of the war in the West. Drawing upon a
wealth of previously untapped sources, Cozzens offers startling new
interpretations that challenge the conventional wisdom on key
moments of the battle, such as Rosecrans's fateful order to General
Wood and Thomas's historic defense of Horseshoe Ridge.
Chickamauga was a battle of missed opportunities, stupendous tactical
blunders, and savage fighting by the men in ranks. Cozzens writes
movingly of both the heroism and suffering of the common soldiers
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and of the strengths and tragic flaws of their commanders. Enhanced
by the detailed battle maps and original sketches by the noted artist
Keith Rocco, this book will appeal to all Civil War enthusiasts and
students of military history.
The Battle of Bubble and Squeak Sep 07 2020 Sid, Peggy and Amy
adore the two gerbils, Bubble and Squeak, but their mother detests
them. A major family battle results, and it's clear life is never going to
be quite the same again. But after a near fatal encounter between
Bubble and Ginger the cat, Mrs Sparrow begins to see that life with a
pair of gerbils might not be so bad after all.
Armageddon Apr 14 2021 One of the greatest military feats during
the Second World War was the transformation of the German force's
activities in the weeks following the battles in Holland and the German
border, where the Allies had finally inflicted the greatest catastrophes
of modern war on them.Somehow the Germans found the strength to
halt the Allied advance in its tracks and to prolong the war to 1945.
This book is the epic story of those last eight months of the war in
northern Europe.
Sharpe's Trafalgar Jun 16 2021 Fresh from his heroic adventures in
India (in "Sharpe's Fortress"), Richard Sharpe faces a new enemy
when the ship carrying him home is attacked by a formidable French
warship. With the help of a Royal Navy captain, Sharpe learns the
French ship carries a treaty that could ignite renewed hostilities
against the British in India.
Hetty and the Battle of the Books Nov 02 2022 A passionate
campaign brings four best friends back together in a fight to save their
school library in this heartfelt tale from bestselling author Anna
James.A passionate campaign brings four best friends back together in
a fight to save their school library in this heartfelt tale from the
bestselling author of Pages & Co.
The Battle of the Books, and Other Short Pieces Jul 18 2021
The Gauntlet Aug 07 2020 When twelve-year-old Farah and her two
best friends get sucked into a mechanical board game called The
Gauntlet of Blood and Sand, a puzzle game akin to a large Rubik's
cube, they know it is up to them to defeat the game's diabolical
architect in order to save themselves and those who are trapped
inside, including her baby brother Ahmed.
The Battle of New Orleans Sep 19 2021 The Battle of New Orleans
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was the climactic battle of America's "forgotten war" of 1812. Andrew
Jackson led his ragtag corps of soldiers against 8,000 disciplined
invading British regulars in a battle that delivered the British a
humiliating military defeat. The victory solidified America's
independence and marked the beginning of Jackson's rise to national
prominence. Hailed as "terrifically readable" by the Chicago Sun
Times, The Battle of New Orleans is popular American history at its
best, bringing to life a landmark battle that helped define the
character of the United States.
Marston Moor, 1644 Apr 02 2020 The battle of Marston Moor proved
to be a turning point in the Civil War and perhaps the biggest ever
fought on English soil. The Royalist cause was dealt a mortal blow and
although the conflict continued for another year or more, Royalist
fortunes never really recovered. As Margaret Toynbee asserts in her
introduction, the chief responsibility for the disaster rests with Prince
Rupert who failed to liaise with his fellow general, the Marquess of
Newcastle. Equally, Oliver Cromwell should receive much of the credit
for Parliament's victory. This book describes the campaign and the
battle.
Honour Restored Mar 02 2020 At the outbreak of the second World
War, Air Chief Marshall Dowding was Commander-in-Chief of RAF
Fighter Command, which had been set up three years earlier to
protect Britain against attacks from the air and the threat of invasion.
London was subjected to extensive night bombing for several months.
However, our fighter squadrons and defence systems enabled us to
maintain master of the air. The Battle of Britain ended in 1940 and our
island was never again under the threat of invasion.Peter Brown,
former Battle of Britain Spitfire pilot, presents a vivid account of
Britain under the threat of invasion, reminding us of the bravery of our
fighter pilots and the courage of the people of Britain who endured the
hardships of war and terror bombing from the air. Through personal
experience and years of meticulous research Peter offers a careful
analysis of the battle and the tactics involved, vigorously defending
Dowding's command and exposing the conspiracy of senior officers
that saw him removed from office without due recognition for his
achievement.
The Battle for the Ephod Feb 10 2021 We are all from a tribe and
the tribe makes a nation. Each tribe is besieged by "thorns" and these
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thorns are used by the enemies to steal, kill and destroy the EPHOD.
The Battle for the Ephod teaches about the weaknesses and strengths
of the tribes and how to engage in spiritual warfare. It also explains
the realignment of all the tribes in fulfillment to the word of God. Are
you a Leader? Are you afraid to enter into leadership position due to
the spiritual warfare it entails? Are you still struggling to hear from
God in order to enter into your calling? Have you been disappointed in
the past and discouraged by other leaders? Are you a Joseph who
wants to receive the eleventh hour miracle? Are you a Dan who must
be delivered from idol worship? Are you a Zebulon who must dwell in
the secret place of the Most High God? ARISE and take back what the
enemy has stolen from you. The 12 Tribes Leaders had their
challenges, strength and weaknesses as well. The prayers at the end of
each chapter will enable you to actualize the call of God upon your life.
Do not miss this divine opportunity. Take back your EPHOD by Fire.
Pastor Lawrence Adetunji, Regional Overseer says, The Battle for the
Ephod, is a book every Christian and minister of God must have to give
both fundamental and consolidation for the knowledge required to
operate as a Christian soldier, researcher and student in the school of
biblical studies .....with operational guidelines for spiritual warfare. A.
M. Amoo was born into a non Christian family. She never had a
personal relationship with the Lord Jesus Christ for over 30years until
she had an encounter with him 1996. The encounters continue through
to 2001 after which she eventually answered to the call of God. This is
her first book as inspired by the Holy Spirit. She is also the publisher
of His Presence Magazine. An ardent believer and soldier of Christ,
she refused to be discouraged despite several attempts on her life to
stop preaching the gospel. She is married to K. J. Amoo and they are
blessed with children.
Seasons in the Sun Jun 04 2020 The late 1970s were Britain's years
of strife and the good life. They saw inflation, riots, the peak of trade
union power - and also the birth of home computers, the rise of the
ready meal and the triumph of a Grantham grocer's daughter who
would change everything. Dominic Sandbrook re-creates this
extraordinary period in all its chaos and contradiction, revealing it as a
turning point in our recent history, where, in everything from families
and schools to punk and Doctor Who, the future of the nation was
being decided. 'A brilliant historian.' A. N. Wilson, Spectator
'Magnificent . . . If you lived through the late Seventies - or, for that
matter, even if you didn't - don't miss this book.' Mail on Sunday
'Entertaining, engaging, masterful, a joy . . . as a storyteller,
Sandbrook is superb.' Sunday Telegraph 'Sandbrook has rummaged
deep into the cultural life of the era to remind us how rich it was, from
Bowie to Dennis Potter, Martin Amis to William Golding.' The Times
'While Sandbrook punctures some of our favourite myths . . . what
makes this book such a pleasure is the sheer, unashamed nostalgia it
evokes.' Daily Telegraph 'Compulsively readable . . . Sandbrook is
right to argue that the 1970s was the moment when our century
arrived.' Guardian
The Battle May 04 2020 The revelatory autobiography of a rugby
colossus: Paul O'Connell. WINNER OF THE CROSS SPORTS BOOK
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AWARDS RUGBY BOOK OF THE YEAR There has never been a rugby
player quite like Paul O'Connell. He is synonymous with passion, heart
and determination; but he is also the thinking man's rugby player, a
legendary student of the game. As the heartbeat of Munster, British
and Irish Lions captain in 2009, and captain of the first Ireland team to
defend a Six Nations championship, O'Connell has emerged as perhaps
the most beloved of the golden generation of Irish rugby players. In an
autobiography as intense as its author, he tells the story of his
remarkable career. 'The years of O'Connell and O'Driscoll were as
close to a golden age as ever Ireland will get and O'Connell's book tells
you how it all happened ... It should be mandatory for every Irish
squad member to read O'Connell's book to better understand what it
takes to make a team' David Walsh, Sunday Times 'O'Connell has
emptied the tank here. ... What has come out ... is a psychological
profile that is almost shocking at times in what it reveals about the
bloody single-mindedness of the competitive gene' Hilary A. White,
Irish Independent 'The intense physicality of his rugby upbringing is
an abiding theme ... along with humour, the craic and an extensive
knowledge of how teams work' Paul Hayward, Daily Telegraph 'I found
The Battle entrancing' Stephen Jones, Sunday Times 'Excellent ... [an]
eye-opening account of the never-ending battles he fought' Rugby
World 'Revelatory ... Unflinchingly charts his personal evolution ... He
is not at all easy on himself' Keith Duggan, Irish Times
Enigma Nov 29 2019 ACCLAIM FOR ENIGMA “CRACKING
STUFF…VIVID AND HITHERTO UNKNOWN DETAILS.” –Sunday
Times (London) “IN A CROWD OF BOOKS DEALING WITH THE
ALLIED BREAKING OF THE WORLD WAR II CIPHER MACHINE
ENIGMA, HUGH SEBAG-MONTEFIORE HAS SCORED A SCOOP.”
–Washington Post Winston Churchill called the cracking of the German
Enigma Code “the secret weapon that won the war.” Now, for the first
time, noted British journalist Hugh-Sebag-Montefiore reveals the
complete story of the breaking of the code by the Allies—the breaking
that played a crucial role in the outcome of World War II. This
fascinating account relates the never-before-told, hair-raising stories
of the heroic British and American sailors, spies, and secret agents
who faced death in order to capture vital codebooks from sinking ships
and snatch them from under the noses of Nazi officials. SebagMontefiore also relates new details about the genesis of the code,
little-known facts about how the Poles first cracked the Luftwaffe’s
version of the code (and then passed it along to the British), and the
feverish activities at Bletchley Park, Based in part on documents
recently unearthed from American and British archives—including
previously confidential government files—and in part on unforgettable,
firsthand accounts of surviving witnesses, Enigma unearths the
stunning truth about the brilliant piece of decryption that changed
history.
Sharpe's Battle Aug 26 2019 It is 1811 and the intrepid Richard
Sharpe and his riflemen find themselves in one of the bitterest battles
of the Peninsular War.
The Battle of the Atlantic Nov 21 2021 "First published in Great
Britain in 2015 by Viking."--Title page verso.
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Epping Forest Then and Now Feb 22 2022 Extra-illustrated history
of the Epping Forest region outside of London.
To Lose a Battle Nov 09 2020 During six weeks in 1940, Hitler's
blitzkrieg shattered the redoubtable Maginot Line and, shortly
thereafter, the French army. No historian has written a more definitive
chronicle of that disaster than Alistair Horne, or one so emotionally
gripping. Moving with cinematic swiftness from the battlefield to the
Reichstag and the Palais de l'...lysée, To Lose a Battle overspills the
confines of traditional military history to become a portrait of the
French national soul in its darkest night.
Winning the Battle for Your Soul Oct 09 2020 Marino Restrepo is a
Catholic lay missionary who has been preaching the Gospel message
throughout the world since 1999, with the full approval of his bishop.
He is the founder of the Church-approved foundation, Pilgrims of Love.
Formerly a wealthy Hollywood film producer, who sank into serious
sin and the New Age movement, he was abducted for ransom by
Colombian guerilla rebels and held captive in the Amazon jungle for
nearly half a year. At the beginning of his torturous kidnapping, he
underwent a mystical conversion. In the span of one night, Marino was
given a complete illumination of his conscience, which revealed to him
the sinful state of his soul. He then endured experience likening to his
own particular judgement, with the sentence of hell. With a contrite
and renewed heart, Marino received infused knowledge of divine
matters, which he was later called to share with the world. Today, he
is hailed as one of the greatest evangelizers of our time. This little
book contains some of the most extraordinary teachings that Jesus has
given us through Marino Restrepo, teachings that will profoundly alter
and inform the way you see your ancestry, your past, your purpose,
and your future. Marino Restrepo's astounding story can be found in
the #1 best-selling book:THE WARNING: Testimonies and Prophecies
of the Illumination of Conscienceby Christine WatkinsImprimatur:
Ramón C. Argüelles, STL Archbishop-Emeritus of Lipa
Crete Jun 28 2022 Acclaimed historian and best-selling author Antony
Beevor vividly brings to life the epic struggles that took place in
Second World War Crete - reissued with a new introduction. 'The best
book we have got on Crete' Observer The Germans expected their
airborne attack on Crete in 1941 - a unique event in the history of
warfare - to be a textbook victory based on tactical surprise. They had
no idea that the British, using Ultra intercepts, knew their plans and
had laid a carefully-planned trap. It should have been the first German
defeat of the war, but a fatal misunderstanding turned the battle
round. Nor did the conflict end there. Ferocious Cretan freedom
fighters mounted a heroic resistance, aided by a dramatic cast of
British officers from Special Operations Executive.
Nemesis Oct 21 2021 From the author of McMafia and DarkMarket,
an unflinching investigation into the tumultuous social, political, and
economic landscape of modern-day Brazil. His name was Antonio, but
they would call him Nem. From the infamous favela of Rocinha in Rio,
he was a hardworking young father forced to make a decision that
would turn his world upside down. Nemesis is the story of an ordinary
man who became the king of the largest slum in Rio, the head of a
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drug cartel, and perhaps Brazil's most wanted criminal. A man who
tried to bring welfare and justice to a playground of gang culture and
destitution, while everyone around him drew guns and partied. It's a
gripping tale of gold-hunters and evangelical pastors, bent police and
rich-kid addicts, quixotic politicians and drug lords with math degrees.
Traversing through rain forests and high-security prisons, filthy slums
and glittering shopping malls, this is also the story of how change
came to Brazil. Of a country's journey into the global spotlight, and the
battle for the beautiful but damned city of Rio, as it struggles to break
free from a tangled web of corruption, violence, drugs, and poverty.
With Nem at its center, locked in a fight for his country's soul.
To Win the Battle Mar 14 2021 In 1915 the 1st Australian Division led
the way ashore at Gallipoli. In 1916 it achieved the first Australian
victory on the Western Front at Pozières. It was still serving with
distinction in the battles that led to the defeat of the German army in
1918. To Win the Battle explains how the division rose from obscurity
to forge a reputation as one of the great fighting formations of the
British Empire during the First World War, forming a central part of
the Anzac legend. Drawing on primary sources as well as recent
scholarship, this fresh approach suggests that the early reputation of
Australia's premier division was probably higher than its performance
warranted. Robert Stevenson shows that the division's later success
was founded on the capacity of its commanders to administer, train
and adapt to the changing conditions on the battlefield, rather than on
the innate qualities of its soldiers.
The Most Dangerous Enemy Jan 12 2021 "The magnitude and vital
importance of the Battle of Britain has found a superb chronicler in
Stephen Bungay, whose book is the best single-volume history to be
published in over a decade." - Andrew Roberts Stephen Bungay's
magisterial history is acclaimed as the account of the Battle of Britain.
Unrivalled for its synthesis of all previous historical accounts, for the
quality of its strategic analysis and its truly compulsive narrative, this
is a book ultimately distinguished by its conclusions - that it was the
British in the Battle who displayed all the virtues of efficiency,
organisation and even ruthlessness we habitually attribute to the
Germans, and they who fell short in their amateurism, illpreparedness, poor engineering and even in their old-fashioned
notions of gallantry. An engrossing read for the military scholar and
the general reader alike, this is a classic of military history that looks
beyond the mythology, to explore all the tragedy and comedy; the
brutality and compassion of war.
The Battle of Hogwarts Dec 11 2020 Rediscover the Battle of
Hogwarts as seen in the Harry Potter films in this beautiful book,
complete with an invisible ink pen with UV light (shaped like the Elder
Wand), foldout pages, and fun movie trivia! The Battle of Hogwarts has
long been revered as one of the most iconic events in the cinematic
history of the Wizarding World. Now fans can rediscover the magic of
the Harry Potter films and the wondrous, epic battle that ended the
Second Wizarding War - and Voldemort - for good. Discover more
about the spells, enchantments, skirmishes, and duels that led up to
the Battle of Hogwarts. Which spells were used in the Battle of the
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Department of Mysteries? What enchantments did the Death Eaters
employ during the Skirmish at Malfoy Manor? Whose change of heart the most powerful magic of all - helped turn the tides? In this book,
you'll also learn amazing behind-the-scenes facts about the making of
the Harry Potter films. It all comes with a replica of the Elder Wand.
The Battle Within Aug 19 2021 Major Hugh Dégaré never thought
working a desk job could be worse than combat. But shortly after
starting a new position in a bureaucratic military headquarters far
from the front lines, he finds himself fighting to maintain his grip on
reality. Amid sleepless nights and intense memories from his combat
service, he does what he’s always done—takes action. Afraid of being
stigmatized by his chain of command, he turns to a psychologist and
an estranged friend, Daryl, now an ex-soldier. Despite his best efforts,
Hugh’s rage continues to grow. When his support network starts to fall
apart with no end to his symptoms in sight, Hugh finally turns to a
questionable military medical system, desperate to do anything to save
his career, marriage, and life itself. His last hope is that the system
supposedly designed to help him doesn’t put the final nail into his
coffin instead.
The Battle of Bretton Woods May 16 2021 Upending the conventional
wisdom that Bretton Woods was the product of an amiable AngloAmerican collaboration, Steil shows that it was in reality part of a
much more ambitious geopolitical agenda hatched within President
Franklin D. Roosevelt's Treasury and aimed at eliminating Britain as
an economic and political rival. At the heart of the drama were the
antipodal characters of John Maynard Keynes, the renowned and
revolutionary British economist, and Harry Dexter White, the dogged,
self-made American technocrat. Bringing to bear new and striking
archival evidence, Steil offers the most compelling portrait yet of the
complex and controversial figure of White--the architect of the dollar's
privileged place in the Bretton Woods monetary system, who also, very
privately, admired Soviet economic planning and engaged in
clandestine communications with Soviet intelligence officials and
agents over many years. -The Battle of the Books Apr 26 2022 Joseph M. Levine provides a witty
and erudite account of one of the most celebrated chapters in English
cultural history, the acrimonious quarrel between the "ancients" and
the "moderns" which Jonathan Swift dubbed "the Battle of the Books."
The dispute that amused and excited the English world of letters from
1690 until the 1730s was, Levine shows, an installment in the longstanding debate about the relationship of classical learning to modern
life. Levine argues that the debate was fundamentally a quarrel about
the rival claims of history and literature concerning the proper way to
understand the authors of the past. He skillfully examines how both
sides wrote their own brands of history: The moderns, led by Richard
Bentley, proposed that the "modern" inventions of classical scholarship
and archaeology gave them a superior insight into the past; the
ancients, marshaled by Jonathan Swift and Alexander Pope, held out
for a more direct imitation of antiquity and opposed the new
scholarship with all the force of their satire and invective. Levine
demonstrates that the ancients and the moderns influenced each other
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in powerful ways, and had much more in common than they knew.
Chronicling a critical episode in the development of modem
scholarship, The Battle of the Books illuminates the roots of presentday controversies about the role of the classics in the curriculum and
the place of the humanities in education.
The Battle Jul 30 2022 The game begins again in this gripping followup to “exciting, clever” (Booklist) The Gauntlet that’s a futuristic
Middle Eastern Zathura meets Ready Player One! Four years after the
events of The Gauntlet, the evil game Architect is back with a new
partner-in-crime—The MasterMind—and the pair aim to get revenge
on the Mirza clan. Together, they’ve rebuilt Paheli into a slick, mindbending world with floating skyscrapers, flying rickshaws run by
robots, and a digital funicular rail that doesn’t always take you exactly
where you want to go. Twelve-year-old Ahmad Mirza struggles to make
friends at his new middle school, but when he’s paired with his
classmate Winnie for a project, he is determined to impress her and
make his very first friend. At home while they’re hard at work, a gift
from big sister Farah—who is away at her first year in
college—arrives. It’s a high-tech game called The Battle of Blood and
Iron, a cross between a video game and board game, complete with
virtual reality goggles. He thinks his sister has solved his friend
problem—all kids love games. He convinces Winnie to play, but as
soon as they unbox the game, time freezes all over New York City.
With time standing still and people frozen, all of humankind is at stake
as Ahmad and Winnie face off with the MasterMind and the Architect,
hoping to beat them at their own game before the evil plotters expand
Paheli and take over the entire world.
The Other Face of Battle Jul 26 2019 Taking its title from The Face of
Battle, John Keegan's canonical book on the nature of warfare, The
Other Face of Battle illuminates the American experience of fighting in
"irregular" and "intercultural" wars over the centuries. Sometimes
known as "forgotten" wars, in part because they lacked triumphant
clarity, they are the focus of the book. David Preston, David Silbey,
and Anthony Carlson focus on, respectively, the Battle of Monongahela
(1755), the Battle of Manila (1898), and the Battle of Makuan,
Afghanistan (2020)--conflicts in which American soldiers were forced
to engage in "irregular" warfare, confronting an enemy entirely alien
to them. This enemy rejected the Western conventions of warfare and
defined success and failure--victory and defeat--in entirely different
ways. Symmetry of any kind is lost. Here was not ennobling
engagement but atrocity, unanticipated insurgencies, and strategic
stalemate. War is always hell. These wars, however, profoundly
undermined any sense of purpose or proportion. Nightmarish and
existentially bewildering, they nonetheless characterize how
Americans have experienced combat and what its effects have been.
They are therefore worth comparing for what they hold in common as
well as what they reveal about our attitude toward war itself. The
Other Face of Battle reminds us that "irregular" or "asymmetrical"
warfare is now not the exception but the rule. Understanding its roots
seems more crucial than ever.
Into the Battle Oct 28 2019 Mankind has awakened a monster...
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...Humanity must put aside its own animosities... ...or face extinction.
The origins of human history begin to unravel as Earth learns they are
not the only humans in the galaxy. The sudden discovery of humans
living on multiple planets beyond Earth has created more questions
than it's answered. When humanity arrived on New Eden, a hideous
new alien race, the Zodarks was discovered. In the face of an
existential threat to their own survival, the historical warring factions
of Earth will need to unite if they want to save themselves from
extinction and understand the true origins on human history. A fleet is
built, an invasion force is assembled... Join our heroes as they lead
humanity into the battle to conquer their first alien world and liberate
previously unknown humans from the bondage of slavery and
servitude. Grab your copy of this gripping military sci-fi and find out
today.
Helfort's War Book 2: The Battle of the Hammer Worlds Jun 24
2019 He thought Hell was the worst they could throw at him. He was
wrong. Back from tangling with the Hammer of Kraa, the most brutal,
trigger-happy tyrants in humanspace, Junior Lieutenant Michael
Helfort is assigned to the Federated Worlds heavy cruiser Ishaq, which
is struggling to rise to the threat posed by a newly resurgent Hammer.
Aboard the floundering ship, Helfort is coming to grips with a painful
injury and the unpleasant truth that nobody likes a young hero–least of
all senior officers. Without warning, the Ishaq and twenty-seven Fed
merchant ships are blown apart in a horrific ambush, the first step in
the Hammer’s master strategy to destroy the hated Federated Worlds.
Michael and a pitiful remnant of the Ishaq’s crew escape the inferno.
The Feds have no idea who’s behind the heinous attack, and the
Hammer are determined to keep it that way, consigning the Ishaq’s
survivors to a prison camp deep in the wilderness of the Hammer’s
home planet. No one’s getting out alive to derail the Hammer’s lethal
master plan–especially not the FedWorlds hero who so humiliated
them on the battlefield. It’s payback time, and the Hammers intend to
throw their entire space fleet into destroying Michael Helfort and the
Federated Worlds. Too bad it won’t be enough.
The Battle of Britain May 28 2022 "A concise, penetrating
account....This stirring book inspires an admiration for British
courage."—New York Times Book Review
The Battle for Roar Dec 23 2021 The final book in the thrilling
trilogy about a set of twins who journey back into the imaginary land
they created as children. Perfect for readers who dream of exploring
Narnia and Neverland, this heartwarming and gorgeously illustrated
story with a classic feel takes readers on an adventure through a vivid
and lush imaginary world. A bestseller in the UK! Arthur and Rose
Trout are the heroes of Roar, a magical world they created together
when they were little, where anything they imagine can become real.
Roar is filled with incredible wonders from their own imaginations.
Arthur and Rose are looking forward to exploring beyond the End of
Roar, an as-yet unexplored part of the world. When they arrive, they’re
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greeted by some long-forgotten fairies who are very excited to see
them. Maybe too excited… Facing down a new nemesis, Arthur and
Rose must team up with friends old and new to save both Roar and the
real world beyond it from total destruction.
Anton and the Battle Jul 06 2020 When Anton and Luke engage in a
battle of one-upmanship, they imagine a puppy as a large dog,
escaping to a tree.
The Battle Book of Ypres Aug 31 2022 Of the many hard-fought battles
on the Western Front, Ypres stands out as an example of almost
inhuman endeavour. For four long years it was the focal point of
desperate fighting. Officially there were four main battles in 1914,
1915, 1917 and 1918; these were more accurately peaks in a
continuing struggle, for Ypres symbolised Belgian defiance, and the
British continued to expend disproportionate resources on defending
it. It never fell, although the Germans came close to its gates, and
indeed its loss would have been a severe blow to morale.??The Battle
Book of Ypres, originally published in 1927 and now presented again
as a special Centenary Edition, comprises a chronological account of
the fighting in the Ypres Salient during the First World War, followed
by a useful and unique alphabetical reference to the events in and
around each hamlet, village or wood Ð names familiar to those who
fought or followed the course of war all those years ago, names now
once again lost in insignificance. The names given to each stage of the
struggle by the Battle Nomenclature Committee are listed in the
appendix. Also included is an index of formations and units, an
annotated bibliography and a new Foreword by military historian
Nigel Cave.
Books As Weapons Jan 30 2020 Only weeks after the D-Day invasion
of June 6, 1944, a surprising cargo—crates of books—joined the flood
of troop reinforcements, weapons and ammunition, food, and medicine
onto Normandy beaches. The books were destined for French
bookshops, to be followed by millions more American books (in
translation but also in English) ultimately distributed throughout
Europe and the rest of the world. The British were doing similar work,
which was uneasily coordinated with that of the Americans within the
Psychological Warfare Division of General Eisenhower's Supreme
Headquarters, Allied Expeditionary Force, under General
Eisenhower's command. Books As Weapons tells the little-known story
of the vital partnership between American book publishers and the
U.S. government to put carefully selected recent books highlighting
American history and values into the hands of civilians liberated from
Axis forces. The government desired to use books to help
"disintoxicate" the minds of these people from the Nazi and Japanese
propaganda and censorship machines and to win their friendship. This
objective dovetailed perfectly with U.S. publishers' ambitions to find
new profits in international markets, which had been dominated by
Britain, France, and Germany before their book trades were
devastated by the war. Key figures on both the trade and government
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sides of the program considered books "the most enduring propaganda
of all" and thus effective "weapons in the war of ideas," both during
the war and afterward, when the Soviet Union flexed its military might
and demonstrated its propaganda savvy. Seldom have books been
charged with greater responsibility or imbued with more significance.
John B. Hench leavens this fully international account of the programs
with fascinating vignettes set in the war rooms of Washington and
London, publishers' offices throughout the world, and the jeeps in
which information officers drove over bomb-rutted roads to bring the
books to people who were hungering for them. Books as Weapons
provides context for continuing debates about the relationship
between government and private enterprise and the image of the
United States abroad. To see an interview with John Hench conducted
by C-SPAN at the 2010 annual conference of the Organization of
American Historians, visit:
http://www.c-spanvideo.org/program/id/222522.
The Battle of Waterloo Jan 24 2022 The Battle of Waterloo was one
of the most dramatic and decisive battles ever fought. It marked the
bloody end of the long struggle between the new ideals of the French
Revolution and the established orders that had begun in 1793, and
ushered in a century of peace in Europe. For such a massively
important battle, Waterloo is all too often misunderstood, probably
because the combatants have concentrated on the role of their own
troops. Going back to the original sources, the author looks at the day
of battle as a whole, delving behind the headline events to reveal why
the battle unfolded as it did.
The Battle of Agincourt Mar 26 2022 'Agincourt! Agincourt! Know ye
not Agincourt?' So began a ballad of around 1600. Since the event
itself (25 October 1415), Agincourt has occupied a special place in
both English and French consciousness. Some early French writers
could not bring themselves to mention it by name, using instead
descriptions such as 'the accursed day'. For the English, it was one of
the greatest military successes ever, and thus was celebrated and
commemorated in many forms over the centuries which followed. In
the First World War, there were stories of angelic Agincourt bowmen
giving support and inspiration to the British army. Much ink has been
spilt on the battle but do we really know Agincourt? Many historical
works have relied on one or two well known sources or even on
Shakespeare. Not since Harris Nicolas's History of the Battle of
Agincourt was published (1827-33) has there been a full attempt to
survey the sources. This book brings together, in translation and with
commentary, English and French narrative accounts and literary
works of the fifteenth century. It also traces the treatment of the battle
in sixteenth -century English histories and in the literary output of,
amongst others, Shakespeare and Drayton. After examining how later
historians interpreted the battle, it concludes with the first full
assessment of the extremely rich administrative records which survive
for the armies which fought 'upon Saint Crispin's day'.
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